Conformational change of single-stranded RNAs induced by liposome binding
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ABSTRACT

The interaction between single-stranded RNAs and liposomes was studied using UV, Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and Circular Dichroism spectroscopy (CD). The effect of the surface characteristics of liposomes, which were composed of 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) and modified with cholesterol (Ch) or 1,2-dioleoyl-3-trimethylammonium propane (DOTAP), on the liposome–RNA interaction was investigated. The fluorescence of 6-(p-toluidino)naphthalene-2-sulfonate (TNS) embedded in the liposome surface (ε = 30–40) was decreased in the presence of tRNA, suggesting that single-stranded tRNA could bind onto the liposome. The dehydration of –PO2−/C223, guanine (G) and cytosine (C) of tRNA molecules in the presence of liposomes suggested both an electrostatic interaction (phosphate backbone of tRNA and trimethylammonium group of POPC, DOTAP) and a hydrophobic interaction (guanine or cytosine of tRNA and aliphatic tail of lipid). The tRNA conformation on the liposome was determined by CD spectroscopy. POPC/Ch(70/30) maintained tRNA conformation without any denaturation, while POPC/DOTAP(70/30) drastically denatured it. The mRNA translation was evaluated in an Escherichia coli cell-free translation system. POPC/Ch(70/30) enhanced expression of green fluorescent protein (GFP) (116%) while POPC/DOTAP(70/30) inhibited (37%), suggesting that the conformation of RNAs was closely related to the translation efficiency. Therefore, single-stranded RNAs could bind to liposomal membranes through electrostatic and hydrophobic attraction, after which conformational changes were induced depending on the liposome characteristics.

INTRODUCTION

Biomembranes play crucial roles in biological systems. Under normal conditions, the biomembrane acts as a physical boundary between the outside and inside of the cell, and regulates the transport of molecules. Under stress conditions, the biomembrane often induces biological functions in order to protect biomolecules from denaturation. For example, it has previously been reported that a damaged protein or a fragmented peptide could be reactivated on the liposome membrane (1). Furthermore, the biomembrane can transfer signals of environmental stress (heat, ROS, etc.) into the cell, resulting in the activation of anti-stress genes to induce a stress response. Kunimoto et al. (2,3) have reported that steryl glucoside could be a lipid mediator in stress–responsive signal transduction. Biomembranes clearly play important roles under various stress conditions; however, the interaction between biomembranes and biomolecules is not fully understood. In order to clarify this complicated and vital mechanism in the biological system, innovative approaches such as ‘Membranomics’ or ‘Membrane Stress Biotechnology’ that focus on the potential functions of biomembrane, are worth pursuing (4).

One of the essential roles of biomembranes is the localization of function through the binding of biomolecules (5). Artificial closed phospholipid-bilayer membranes, called as liposomes, have been well studied since the liposomes can mimic the biomembrane-like environment of the cell. Not only proteins or enzymes but also polynucleotides, such as DNA or RNA can be functionalized on the biomembrane or its mimics (6,7). Indeed, the biomembrane can (i) interact with biomolecules, (ii) induce minor conformational changes and then (iii) regulate their functions. This series of phenomena has been termed as ‘Biomembrane Interference’ (8), where the biomembrane has previously been shown to regulate in vitro gene expression (8–12). A zwitterionic liposome composed of 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) enhanced expression of green fluorescent protein (GFP) in...
an *Escherichia coli* cell-free translation system; POPC modified with 30 mol% of cholesterol (Ch) most effectively enhanced GFP expression, while cationic liposome 1,2-dioleoyl-3-trimethylammonium propane (DOTAP) or anionic liposome 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoylsn-glycero-3-[phospho-rac-(1-glycerol)] (POPG) inhibited it. These regulations must be attributed to the interaction between liposomes and biomolecules, such as DNA, RNA, nascent peptides and transcriptional/translational enzymes. Details of the mechanisms were investigated, focusing on each elemental step (transcription, translation and folding), with the finding that the liposomes significantly affected the translation step; the POPC/Ch(70/30) liposome enhanced the polypeptide synthesis, while the cationic liposomes inhibited it (11). The anionic liposomes did not affect the translation; they rather inhibited the folding of the GFP peptide (9,13). Therefore, the heterogeneous liposomes or the cationic liposomes would have significant effects on the translation step. The key event was the functionalization of RNA on the liposomes, although the translation step was so complicated that the detailed mechanism of liposome-based interfering gene translation could not be clarified. Since there are many kinds of translation-related RNA molecules (mRNA, tRNA, rRNA, etc.), the interaction between liposomes and RNAs requires further investigation.

The final purpose of so-called ‘Biomembrane Interference’ research is to discover the mechanisms of the regulation of gene translation by liposomes and to understand the role of biomembranes in the cell system. In this study, we focused on the interaction between liposomes and single-stranded RNAs. Single-stranded RNAs, mRNA and tRNA, are the main components in translation and their biological functions are closely related to their conformations (14). Although the conformation of mRNA is very important for its translation efficiency (15), mRNA conformation is flexible and too complicated to be evaluated or predicted, such that special methods to evaluate RNA conformation are required. On the other hand, transfer RNA (tRNA) has a stereotypic conformation called ‘clover-leaf’, and its crystal structure has been investigated (16). It is thus rational and important to use tRNA, which has an A-form double helix conformation (8), as a model single-stranded RNA and to study the regulation of gene translation by liposomes and to evaluate RNA conformation are required. On the other hand, transfer RNA (tRNA) has a stereotypic conformation called ‘clover-leaf’, and its crystal structure has been investigated (16). It is thus rational and important to use tRNA, which has an A-form double helix conformation (8), as a model single-stranded RNA and to study the interaction between the liposome and tRNA as an initial step of ‘Biomembrane Interference’ research. There are several reports on lipidosome–RNA interaction, with findings that (i) the liquid-crystal phase liposome (l_d) tends to be associated with RNA more than the liquid-gel phase one (l_o) (17); (ii) heterogeneous lipid bilayers, such as phosphocholine/cholesterol or phosphocholine/sphingomyelin/cholesterol, can also interact with RNAs (18); (iii) size-specific interactions occur between tRNA and POPC/cetyl-trimethyl-ammonium bromide (CTAB) liposomes (19); (iv) these interactions induce minor conformational changes to RNA and liposome segregation (20) and (v) these interactions are driven through hydrophobic attraction, deriving from both the hydrophobic nucleobases of RNA and the exposed hydrophobic parts of the liposome surface (21).

Judging from these previous findings, the surface properties of liposomes play an important role in RNA regulation. We have previously reported circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopic findings that the heterogeneous POPC/Ch(70/30) liposome (l_d+l_o) destabilized tRNA under heat stress conditions (8). Although it is difficult to predict or evaluate the mRNA conformation owing to its larger molecular weight, CD spectroscopy analysis demonstrated that the conformation of mRNA could be regarded as an A-form, as was similarly observed in the case of tRNA. In addition, the liposomes were shown to affect the translational activity of GFP mRNA, a key fact needed to assess the relationship between mRNA conformation and its activity. The dependence of the liposome–RNA interaction on liposome characteristics is discussed based on the obtained results, such as those summarized in Table 1.

### MATERIALS AND METHODS

#### Materials

POPC and DOTAP were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids, Inc. (Alabaster, AL, USA). Transfer RNA originating from *E. coli* and Ch were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St Louis, MO, USA). The lipid structure is shown in Supplementary Figure S1. A Rapid Translation System (RTS) 100 *E. coli* HY Kit (RTS-Kit) was purchased from Roche Diagnostics (Indianapolis, IN, USA). T7 RiboMAX™ Expression Large-scale RNA Production System and SV Total RNA Isolation System were purchased from Promega (Madison, WI, USA). Other chemicals were purchased from Wako Pure Chemical (Osaka, Japan) and were used without further purification.

#### Table 1. Summary of liposome surface characteristics and the melting temperature (T_m) of tRNA or mRNA on liposomal membrane

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Liposome</th>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Surface charge densitya (C/nm²)</th>
<th>Membrane fluidity, 1/P (-)</th>
<th>T_m b (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tRNA/mRNA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(+)POPC</td>
<td>l_o</td>
<td>±0.20</td>
<td>5.58 ± 0.42</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(+)POPC/Ch (90/10)</td>
<td>l_o</td>
<td>±0.20</td>
<td>5.28 ± 0.59</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(+)POPC/Ch (70/30)</td>
<td>l_o</td>
<td>±0.20</td>
<td>3.54 ± 0.03</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(+)POPC/Ch (50/50)</td>
<td>l_o</td>
<td>±0.20</td>
<td>2.08 ± 0.09</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(+)POPC/DOTAP</td>
<td>l_d</td>
<td>±0.42</td>
<td>5.91 ± 0.27</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(+)POPC/DOTAP (70/30)</td>
<td>l_d</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>6.17 ± 0.43</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(+)POPC/DOTAP (50/50)</td>
<td>l_d</td>
<td>+1.4</td>
<td>6.44 ± 0.54</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aSurface charge density of liposome was calculated assuming unimellarity, spherical shape, a bilayer thickness of 3.7 nm and a mean head group area of 0.72 nm² (22).
bT_m was calculated according to previou report (8). The methods were also shown in Supplementary Figure S3.

#### Table S2. Phase state of liposome was shown according to De Almedia’s report (23).

#### Table S3. Phase state of POPC/DOTAP liposome was determined by membrane fluidity, 1/P.
Liposome preparation

A solution of POPC containing 0–50 mol% of Ch and 0–100 mol% of DOTAP in chloroform was dried in a round-bottom flask by rotary evaporation under a vacuum. The lipid films obtained were dissolved in chloroform twice, and the solvent was evaporated. The lipid thin film was kept under a high vacuum for at least 3 h, and was then hydrated at room temperature with 100 mM Tris–HCl buffer (pH 8.0) and water, for POPC/Ch and DOTAP, respectively. The vesicle suspension was frozen at −80°C and thawed at 50°C to enhance the transformation of small vesicles into larger multilamellar vesicles (MLVs). This freeze–thaw cycle was performed five times. MLVs were used to prepare the small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs) by extruding the MLV suspension 11 times through two layers of polycarbonate membranes with mean pore diameters of 100 nm using an extruding device (Liposofast; Avestin Inc., Ottawa, ON, Canada).

Transcription and purification of GFP mRNA

As the plasmid DNA, pIVEX Control Vector GFP (Roche) was used. The plasmid DNA was treated once with restriction enzyme ApaI I for 1 h incubation at 37°C in order to cleave the AmpR gene and to obtain line DNA fragments harboring the GFP gene before transcription. The transcription of mRNA encoding the GFP gene before transcription was carried out using T7 RiboMAX™ Expression Large Scale RNA Production System (Promega, Madison, WI, USA), which includes T7 RNA polymerase as a transcriptional enzyme. Transcription (Promega, Madison, WI, USA), which includes T7 RNA polymerase as a transcriptional enzyme. Transcription was achieved for 30 min at 37°C using TNS fluorescence was not observed with tRNA only.

Table 2. Turbidity increase of liposomes in the presence of tRNA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Liposomea</th>
<th>ΔOD405 (a.u.)b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POPC</td>
<td>0.003 ± 0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POPC/Ch(90/10)</td>
<td>−0.001 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POPC/Ch(70/30)</td>
<td>0.074 ± 0.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POPC/Ch(50/50)</td>
<td>0.029 ± 0.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POPC/DOTAP(70/30)</td>
<td>0.357 ± 0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POPC/DOTAP(50/50)</td>
<td>0.142 ± 0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOTAP</td>
<td>0.162 ± 0.003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The final concentration of tRNA was 2.2 μM. The lipid concentration was 1 mM for POPC/Ch and 1.17 mM for POPC/DOTAP.

Infrared spectroscopy of tRNA

A 30 μl tRNA sample was applied in 50 μm-thick cell with a CaF2 window. The infrared (IR) spectra were measured using an Ultramark microplate reader (Bio-Rad Japan, Tokyo). The turbidity at 405 nm (OD405) was measured using a quartz cell (1 cm path length) for a spectrophotometer and with 96-well plate for the microplate reader at 30°C (Table 2). The increase of OD405 was defined as ΔOD405: ΔOD405 = OD405, (+) RNA − OD405, (−) RNA.

Fluorescence measurement of TNS

The fluorescent emission of 6-(p-toluidino)naphthalene-2-sulfonate (TNS) has been reported to be affected by environmental polarity; the fluorescence emission is weak in a polar environment (in water, the relative permittivity ε = 78.5) but strong in an organic solvent (ε = 2.2) (24) (see Supplementary Figure S2). TNS was directly added to a liposome suspension and was then incubated for 1 h at room temperature in order to complete TNS insertion into lipid membrane. After the addition of tRNA, samples were incubated in the dark for 30 min at 30°C. The fluorescence spectra of TNS (Ex: 340 nm) were measured from 380 to 500 nm using a fluorescence spectrophotometer (FP-6500; JASCO, Tokyo, Japan) with 5 nm light path. The final concentrations of TNS and lipid were 20 μM and 0.5 mM, respectively. TNS fluorescence was not observed with tRNA only.

Evaluation of UV spectra

The turbidity of liposome suspension in the presence or absence of tRNA was evaluated using a UV-1800 Spectrophotometer (SHIMAZU, Kyoto) and an Ultramark microplate reader (Bio-Rad Japan, Tokyo). The turbidity at 405 nm (OD405) was measured using a quartz cell (1 cm path length) for a spectrophotometer and with 96-well plate for the microplate reader at 30°C (Table 2). The increase of OD405 was defined as ΔOD405: ΔOD405 = OD405, (+) RNA − OD405, (−) RNA.

It was confirmed that no absorbance (at 405 nm) was observed in the case of tRNA only. The final concentration of tRNA was 2.2 μM, where the lipid concentration was 1 mM for the zwitterionic liposomes (POPC/Ch) and 1.17 mM for the cationic liposomes (POPC/DOTAP).

Evaluation of the conformation of RNA by CD spectra

The conformation of RNA was evaluated using a JASCO J-820 SFU spectropolarimeter (JASCO, Tokyo) (8). The CD spectrum from 300 to 200 nm was measured with a quartz cell (0.1 cm path length) at a scan speed of 50 nm min⁻¹ and a width of 2 nm. Five scans excluding buffer and liposome background signals were accumulated. The spectra were smoothed with the Savitzky-Golay procedure (41,42). The concentration of tRNA and the lipid was adjusted at 3.94 mM and 0.985 μM, respectively, and the lipid/tRNA molar ratios were 0/100, 1/100 and 1/40. Measured wavenumbers, relative intensity and assignments are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Conformation of RNA by CD spectra

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Liposomea</th>
<th>θ208 (°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POPC</td>
<td>82.4 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POPC/Ch(90/10)</td>
<td>81.5 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POPC/Ch(70/30)</td>
<td>80.7 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POPC/Ch(50/50)</td>
<td>79.9 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POPC/DOTAP(70/30)</td>
<td>79.1 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POPC/DOTAP(50/50)</td>
<td>78.3 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The final concentration of tRNA was 2.2 μM. The lipid concentration was 1 mM for POPC/Ch and 1.17 mM for POPC/DOTAP.
was defined as the melting temperature $T_m$. Details are also shown in Supplementary Figure S3.

### Evaluation of mRNA translational activity using *E. coli* cell-free translation system

GFP was expressed in the cell-free translation system, RTS-Kit. The liposomes and mRNA were pre-incubated for 15 min at 30°C, and then added to RTS-Kit. GFP expression was achieved for 6 h at 30°C, and the obtained GFP was kept at 4°C for 24 h. The amount of GFP synthesized using RTS-Kit was evaluated by SDS–PAGE analysis and the fluorescence of GFP (Ex = 395 nm, Em = 509 nm), based on the methods published previously (11).

### Evaluation of liposome characteristics

The characteristics of liposomes were evaluated based on previous reports (9,29). To measure the inner membrane fluidity, a fluorescent probe 1,3,5-hexatriene (DPH), was added to the liposome suspension (molar ratio; lipid/DPH 250/1). The fluorescence polarization of DPH (Ex = 360 nm, Em = 430 nm) was measured after 1 h incubation at 30°C using a fluorescence spectrophotometer (FP-6500; JASCO, Tokyo, Japan). The sample was excited with vertically polarized light (360 nm), and emission intensities (430 nm) both parallel ($I_\parallel$) and perpendicular ($I_\perp$) to the excited light were recorded. Then, the polarization ($P$) of DPH was calculated based on the following equation:

$$P = \frac{I_\parallel - I_\perp}{I_\parallel + I_\perp}$$

The membrane fluidity was evaluated based on the reciprocal of the polarization ($1/P$). The surface charge density of liposome was calculated according to our previous work (9).

### RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The liposomes used in this study were composed of POPC, and the liposomes were modified with Ch or the cationic lipid DOTAP. POPC/Ch (0–100 mol% Ch) and POPC/DOTAP (0–100 mol% DOTAP) possess different phase states (membrane fluidity) and surface charge densities, respectively (Table 1) (23). The effect of liposome characteristics on the interaction with RNAs was studied as follows.

#### Binding of tRNA onto liposomes

The interaction between liposomes and tRNA, which is a model single-stranded RNA, was investigated using a fluorescent probe TNS. It has been reported that the emission peak and fluorescence intensity of TNS are sensitive to the polarity of the environment (30) (see Supplementary Figure S2). TNS can also be applied to the evaluation of the binding of tRNA onto the liposome membrane. Although TNS fluorescence in bulk water solution was very weak, TNS inserted into the vesicle was found to emit strong fluorescence (31). The fluorescence properties of TNS inserted into the lipid membrane are therefore expected to depend on the micropolarity of the lipid vesicles or liposomes (32,33). The relative fluorescence intensity of TNS proved to be a function of tRNA concentration is shown in Figures 1 and 2. The emission peaks of TNS embedded in the membrane of various liposomes were 441–446 nm, indicating that TNS was inserted into the water/lipid interface with the dielectric constant of ~30–40, and that was ~1 nm below the liposome surface (24). The value of the relative fluorescence intensity of TNS became lower as the tRNA concentration increased: 85 ± 9% for POPC, 96 ± 2% for POPC/Ch(70/30) and 49 ± 1% for POPC/DOTAP(70/30), where the fluorescence intensity of TNS without tRNA was defined as 100%. Since no peak shift was observed at higher tRNA concentrations, the fluorescence intensity decrease was possibly due to the replacement of TNS by tRNA, and to the dissipated TNS losing its fluorescence in the bulk water phase, which could be evidence for the binding of tRNA to the liposome surface. In contrast to POPC or POPC/DOTAP (30–100 mol%), POPC modified with 10 or 30 mol% Ch showed slight decrease of the TNS fluorescence. As possible reasons, it was considered that either the tRNA did not bind to the liposomes or the binding was so weak that bound tRNA was not inserted into the liposome (TNS was not altered). To confirm this point, the turbidity of the liposome suspension (OD$_{405}$) in the presence or absence of tRNA was measured (Table 2). The turbidity of POPC/Ch(70/30) was markedly increased in the presence of tRNA although no increase was observed with POPC/Ch(90/10), suggesting that the liposome–RNA interaction was dependent on the phase state of the tRNA.

### Table 3. Peak shift and peak assignment of tRNA measured by FTIR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wavenumber (cm$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Δν (cm$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Assignment (21,27,28)$^a$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POPC</td>
<td>POPC/Ch (90/10)</td>
<td>POPC/Ch (70/30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1706</td>
<td>+0.96</td>
<td>+0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1656</td>
<td>+1.93</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1603</td>
<td>+1.45</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1492</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>−1.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1236</td>
<td>+4.34</td>
<td>+2.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Peak intensities are shown using the following abbreviations: vs, very strong; s, strong and m, medium.
liposome membrane (20). This turbidity increase suggested the formation of a liposome–RNA complex (19). Cationic liposomes were shown to have a stronger interaction with negatively charged tRNA than the other liposomes tested here. These results indicated that the binding mechanism differs depending on the liposome type. The lipid packing density may be closely related with the surface charge density of the membrane. Therefore, the surface charge density and phase state may be key parameters of the lipid membrane–oligonucleotide interaction (34).

**Binding of nucleobases of tRNA onto liposomes**

The liposome–tRNA interaction was investigated in detail using FTIR (Figures 3 and 4). Marty et al. (21) reported the lipid–tRNA interaction by FTIR, identifying a hydrophobic interaction between the lipid acyl-chain and the hydrophobic parts of tRNA. In the presence of liposomes, increases in the peak intensity derived from nucleobases were observed (data not shown): 1706 cm\(^{-1}\) (guanine C=O stretching), 1656 cm\(^{-1}\) (uracil C=O stretching), 1603 cm\(^{-1}\) (adenine C=N stretching) and 1492 cm\(^{-1}\) (cytosine plane ring vibration). This result was confirmed by the previous report (21). Shifts of peaks not only of the nucleobases but also of the phosphate backbone were observed as summarized in Table 3. In common with all kinds of liposomes, the peak of the –PO\(_2\)\(-\) asymmetric stretching at 1236 cm\(^{-1}\) was shifted to a higher frequency (1240–1242 cm\(^{-1}\)). The phosphate backbone of tRNA has a negative charge and the lipid head group of POPC or DOTAP (trimethylammonium group) has a positive charge, suggesting that the head group of the lipid and tRNA backbone could interact through electrostatic attraction. No peak shift was observed at 1118 cm\(^{-1}\) (ribose C–C stretching) or at 1087 cm\(^{-1}\) (–PO\(_2\)\(-\) symmetric stretching) in the presence of liposomes (data not shown). Giel-Pietraszuk and Barciszewski have previously reported that the blue shift of the IR peak is due to an increase of bond energy as a result of the shortening of the hydrogen bonds followed by dehydration of tRNA (35). It is, therefore, considered that the higher frequency peak shift was caused by liposome binding, and that the tRNA phosphate backbone was dehydrated. Focusing on the nucleobases, the peak shifts were shown to depend on the liposome characteristics. In the case of POPC, the peaks of guanine (1707 cm\(^{-1}\)), uracil (1658 cm\(^{-1}\)) and adenine

---

**Figure 1.** Effect of tRNA on the relative fluorescence intensity of TNS with zwitterionic liposomes. TNS was excited at 340 nm, and the TNS emission peak was 446 nm for POPC (A), 444 nm for POPC/Ch(90/10) (B), 442 nm for POPC/Ch(70/30) (C) and 440 nm for POPC/Ch(50/50) (D). The dotted line shows the relative fluorescence intensity without tRNA. The final concentrations of lipids and TNS were 0.5 mM and 20 μM, respectively.

**Figure 2.** Effect of tRNA on the relative fluorescence intensity of TNS with cationic liposomes. TNS was excited at 340 nm, and the TNS emission peak was 445 nm for POPC/DOTAP(70/30) (A), 444 nm for POPC/DOTAP(50/50) (B) and 441–444 nm for DOTAP (C). The dotted line shows the relative fluorescence intensity without tRNA. The final concentrations of lipids and TNS were 0.5 mM and 20 μM, respectively.
(1604 cm\(^{-1}\)) were shifted to a higher frequency by \(\sim 2\) cm\(^{-1}\), suggesting that nucleobases were inserted into the phospholipid bilayer of the POPC liposome and their surfaces were then dehydrated. A hydrophobic interaction between the lipid aliphatic tail and tRNA has been reported to occur in a specific nucleobases, such as guanine, adenine and uracil (21). However, no significant peak shifts were observed in the presence of other Ch-modified POPC liposomes, although a specific peak shift at cytosine (1495 cm\(^{-1}\)) was observed in POPC/Ch(70/30). Among the Ch-modified liposomes, the membrane of the POPC/Ch(70/30) liposome exists at a heterogeneous phase state \((l_d + l_o)\), whereas the POPC/Ch(90/10) and the POPC/Ch(50/50) exist at homogeneous phase state, \((l_d)\) and \((l_o)\), respectively (23). In fact, the POPC/Ch(70/30) liposome was most effective in enhancing the in vitro gene expression (10). One possible reason for this enhancement could be that the heterogeneous membrane interacted with cytosine residue of RNAs in order to accumulate them on the membrane, and then the in vitro gene expression was enhanced on the liposome membrane.

The water hydration on Ch-incorporating liposome membranes was increased above 33 mol\% Ch and, as a result, the expressed peptide could be recruited on the liposome surface through the hydrogen bonds (36). Such a specific interaction of the nucleobases with lipid membranes would be important from the viewpoint of the functionalization of biomolecules on the membrane surface (37). On the contrary, peak shifts of all four nucleobases were observed in DOTAP, showing the strong hydrophobic interaction among them.

Although the above results were just obtained in the case of tRNA with \(\sim 80\) nt, the interaction between liposomes and tRNA was investigated much more in details. The interaction at phosphate backbone or at nucleobases should hold true for other single-stranded RNAs. As can be seen in the obtained IR spectra (Figures 3 and 4), the peak shifts of the phosphate backbone and nucleobases towards higher frequencies indicated the dehydration of tRNA (35) induced by the interaction with liposomes. This dehydration was due to the binding of tRNA onto the liposome membranes, and the tRNA binding was found to be driven through electrostatic interactions (the lipid head group and tRNA phosphate backbone), hydrophobic interactions (the lipid aliphatic tail and the nucleobases) and the formation of hydrogen bonds. Increases of peak intensity at G, U, A and C were also observed (data not shown), indicating that the base stacking of nucleobases was decreased in the presence of liposomes. In previous studies, double-stranded DNA was found to bind onto the phospholipid vesicles, including the conformational transition on the membrane (6,34). It is expected that not only DNAs, but also single-stranded RNAs change their conformation on the phospholipid membrane.
Conformational change of single-stranded RNAs induced by liposome binding

The conformation of tRNA is an A-form double helix, which has a negative CD peak at 208 nm and a positive peak at 265 nm (38,39); these peak intensities were decreased with its denaturation under the heat stress conditions (8). Thus, the decrease of peaks at 208 and 265 nm indicates the denaturation of tRNA. CD spectra of tRNA were measured in the presence of liposomes (Figure 5). Under the experimental condition, tRNA conformation in the presence of POPC or POPC/Ch(70/30) was maintained although there was no significant difference between the spectra obtained with POPC or POPC/Ch(70/30) at 30°C. On the contrary, the tRNA conformation was drastically denatured in the presence of the cationic liposomes [POPC/DOTAP(70/30) and POPC/DOTAP(50/50)], and the CD peak intensity was decreased in proportion to the surface charge density of liposomes. This result indicated that the cationic liposome-induced tRNA denaturation and then the denatured tRNA conformation was maintained on the liposome-bulk interface. In the presence of the cationic liposomes, the Tm value was increased in proportion to the surface charge density of liposomes. This result indicated that the cationic liposomes denatured tRNA and then the denatured tRNA was stabilized on the liposomes. In other words, the cationic liposomes-induced tRNA denaturation and then the denatured tRNA conformation was maintained on the cationic liposomes. It is therefore suggested that conformational changes of tRNA were induced by liposome binding at the tRNA phosphate backbone, whereas the electrostatic interaction was dominant rather than the hydrophobic one.

Relationship between mRNA conformation and translational activity

Finally, the conformation of mRNA on liposomes and its resulting translational activities were determined. Although it is difficult to predict the conformation of mRNA, the CD data indicated that the mRNA was in the A-form double helix conformation, similarly to the case of tRNA (see Supplementary Figure S4). Since the binding of single-stranded tRNA onto liposomes was shown to induce a conformational change in the above section, similar conformational changes were expected for the case of single-stranded mRNA. The conformational changes of mRNA in the presence of POPC/Ch(70/30) or POPC/DOTAP(70/30) were analyzed (Figure 6A). POPC/Ch(70/30) was found to maintain the mRNA conformation while POPC/DOTAP(70/30) drastically denaturated it; this tendency was exactly the same as the result for tRNA. As for the heat stress stability of mRNA (Tm = 38°C), POPC/Ch(70/30) also destabilized the mRNA conformation (33°C) under heat stress conditions, while DOTAP stabilized it (48°C).

The translational activity of mRNA was investigated using a cell-free translation system (Figure 6B). The POPC/Ch(70/30) liposomes enhanced GFP expression to 116% compared to the control (without liposomes). On the other hand, the POPC/DOTAP(70/30) liposome drastically inhibited it to 37%. Our previous studies investigated the effect of liposomes on in vitro GFP expression using a cell-free system (9–11,13), where the POPC/Ch(70/30) liposomes could recognize tRNA or mRNA, then induce their conformational change (destabilization of RNAs towards heat stress). Since the folding of mRNA affected its translation (15), a suitable destabilization of mRNA was found to enhance mRNA translational activity. One possible reason for the enhancement of the mRNA translation is the condensation effect. Liposomes...
recognized not only mRNA, but also other enzymes such as tRNA, ribosomes, etc. On the contrary, POPC/DOTAP(70/30) liposomes formed complexes with RNAs through electrostatic attraction and then induced their denaturation. The anionic liposomes did not inhibit the translation step because they were difficult to interact with negatively charged RNAs. Previous studies have demonstrated that liposomes or lipid vesicles could assist in protein folding like molecular chaperones (42), indicating that liposomes added to the cell-free translation system would affect the folding step of the nascent peptide of GFP (9,10). In this study, it has been shown that the liposomes could induce conformational changes in polynucleotides. DNA or RNA must take an active form in order to perform its crucial role. Tsuji et al. (6) have recently reported how the ON–OFF switching of DNA transcriptional activity occurs through conformational transitions in relation to phospholipid membranes. Taken together, these results imply that biomembranes and liposomes can functionalize biomolecules on their surfaces (5). Therefore, lipid membranes have the important role of inducing such conformational changes in single-stranded RNAs.

CONCLUSION

It was investigated whether liposomes could bind to single-stranded RNA, such as tRNA and mRNA, through electrostatic and hydrophobic attraction, and by doing so, induce conformational changes in them. There was a significant difference in the tRNA localization between liposome treatments; tRNA was bound to the membrane surface of POPC/Ch(70/30) liposome, at its bulk-lipid head group interface, and into the inner membrane of the cationic liposomes POPC/DOTAP.

According to FTIR studies, the phosphate group of tRNA and the trimethyl ammonium group of lipids interacted through electrostatic attraction. Although the nucleobases (A, U, C and G) and lipid aliphatic tails interacted through hydrophobic attraction, the interaction moieties of tRNA differed depending on the liposome phase state and surface charge density. Such differences in dielectric surroundings induced different RNA conformational changes for both tRNA and mRNA. POPC/Ch(70/30) induced only minor conformational changes in RNAs. On the other hand, POPC/DOTAP(70/30) induced drastic denaturation of RNAs. Such conformational change of RNA on liposomes is one possible mechanism of gene regulation. It has thus, been shown that liposomes and biomembranes can regulate RNA functions; that is, a liposome can recruit RNA to its membrane and then induce conformational changes in it, a process known as ‘Biomembrane Interference’.
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